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1. INTRODUCTION

The functional response denotes the relationship between a predator’s killing or consumption rate and the density of the prey population in the environment. Three types of functional responses have been recognized (Holling’s type I–III; [1–3]). In the standard versions, all three types increase to a maximal or asymptotic value that represents the maximal consumption or prey handling capacity of the predator. However, all three types may show a lowered functional response at very high prey densities, i.e. above a certain prey density, predator success is reduced, leading to dome-shaped functional response curves [4]. Since Holling [1,2], this has been ascribed to predators becoming confused at high prey densities, or to prey chemical defences reaching deterrent or toxic levels when consumed in large amounts [4–7]. We here identify a novel mechanism that may lead to a dome-shaped functional response in a predator, viz. an imbalanced nutrient composition of the prey. Our study provides an empirical example of how population-level phenomena can be predicted from nutritional ecology via optimal foraging theory [8–10].

The capture and consumption rate of a consumer in relation to the nutritional composition of the food can be predicted from the nutritionally explicit theory of optimal foraging [11] based on the geometric framework [11–13], more precisely from the fitness landscape and corresponding compromise rules for intake of the considered nutrients. Increased, unchanged or lowered predation rates may result when the prey deviate from the optimal nutrient composition, depending on which rule is followed. The predators analysed so far all show asymmetric responses, depending on whether the imbalance is towards the protein or the lipid side of the optimal composition [14,15]. Predators tend to exaggerate intake of protein-rich foods but maintain or even lower the intake of lipid-rich foods compared with balanced food. We therefore expect an exaggerated functional response towards protein-biased prey and a reduced functional response towards lipid-biased prey, at high prey densities. However, if the optimal intake composition lies towards the high-lipid side, as may be the case when the animals prepare for hibernation, these predictions may be modified or even turned around. We used wolf spiders in two different phases of the life cycle with widely divergent nutritional demands, for testing the effects of prey nutrient composition on the shape of the functional response. Since predator satiation and nutritional balance change continuously as a result of previous feeding, and thus affect the predator’s current demands, the numerical level of the functional responses will be lowered and the effects of nutritional balance on the shape of the response should change over time. We therefore repeated the experiments daily over 7 days, mimicking the situation of a prey species that emerges at a certain season and is active in the habitat for a period of several days.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experimental system consisted of wolf spiders Pardosa amentata as prey. Protein-rich and lipid-rich flies (lipid : protein ratios 0.10 and 0.89; see the electronic supplementary material) were offered to groups of spiders as pre-treatments and treatments in the functional response experiments in a factorial design. Two experiments were completed, one with adult females, and the other with subadult spiders. For the first experiment, we used adults that reproduce in early spring. The spiders hibernate as subadults and were collected for the second experiment in that stage in September. The experiments were run in Petri dishes with spiders offered one of four densities of fruitflies. For details of the set-up, experimental procedures and data analysis, see the electronic supplementary material.

3. RESULTS

In the repeated-measures analysis of all the data from each experiment (electronic supplementary material, table S1), there were main effects of prey density and
spider mass, and interaction effects of days with both fly type and prey density. There were no effects of pre-treatments. In the analyses of each day’s results, there were only two weakly significant interactions involving pre-treatment (electronic supplementary material, table S2). Therefore, pre-treatments are combined in the graphical presentations (figure 1). The days-interactions reflect systematic changes in the level of the functional responses and the shapes of the curves over the 7 day periods. Responses were strongest...
on the first day and reduced over subsequent days. The changes in shape of the response curves differed between experimental fly treatments. In the series with adult spiders (figure 1 left column), both treatments initially showed increasing functional response, with no differences between treatments. However, from day 3 through to day 5, killing rates were reduced in the spiders offered the highest densities of high-lipid flies, while still increasing for those offered high-protein flies. These differences are indicated both by significant fly-type × prey-density interactions, and by significant differences between treatments at the highest prey density (figure 1 and electronic supplementary material, table S2). On days 6 and 7, the functional responses for both fly types had turned into a simple type II at a low total response level. The differences during days 3–5 were strong enough that the cumulated dataset showed a significant difference in killing rate between fly types at the highest fly density (bottom panel). This pattern was paralleled in the corresponding consumption rates (figure 1 middle column), although significance levels were generally lower. In the experiment with subadults (figure 1 right column), the overall pattern is similar, except that fewer dates show significant differences between fly types at the highest density, and there are no fully significant prey-density × fly-type interactions. There are, however, stronger indications of differences in capture rates between fly types even at lower fly densities (days 3 and 4, electronic supplementary material, table S2). Furthermore, it is noted that the direction of difference between fly types is opposite to that in the adult experiment: capture rates were reduced in the groups offered high-protein flies compared with those offered high-lipid flies.

4. DISCUSSION

The experiments gave three striking results: (i) the functional response changed over time both with respect to its magnitude and shape; (ii) prey nutrient composition significantly affected the shape of the functional response curves on some dates; but (iii) the direction of the effect was opposite in the two experiments.

Although the spiders were only mildly starved at the start of the tests, they killed more flies on the first day and killing rate more or less gradually decreased over the 7 day period. This reveals a simple satiation effect. The difference in shape of the functional response curves in the adult experiment during days 3–5 (and for the whole experimental period) is the one expected for a predator with an intermediate or protein-biased optimal lipid : protein ratio: a simple type II response with balanced prey and a dome-shaped response with imbalanced prey. The delayed response is also what is expected owing to a nutrient specific 'satiation effect' resulting from increasing nutritional imbalance of the spiders the more of the lipid-rich flies were consumed [16]. The pre-treatments were designed to create this effect from the start, but they may have been too short or their effect may initially have been overridden by hunger effects. The single significant pre-treatment × experimental fly-type interaction appeared on day 4 when the nutritional effect was strongest (electronic supplementary material, table S2).

The fitness landscape for the wolf spiders is imperfectly known. However, P. amentata juveniles had maximal growth rate and minimal development time when fed flies with a lipid : protein ratio of 0.15–0.25 [17], i.e. at a lipid : protein ratio close to the highly protein-biased food used in the present study. Most insects show a high demand for protein during oogenesis [18]; another generalist predator, the carabid beetle Anchonemus dorsalis thus maximizes its fecundity at a lipid : protein ratio of 0.36 (K. Jensen, D. Mayntz, S. Toft, D. Raubenheimer & S. J. Simpson 2011, unpublished data). It is therefore likely that our protein-rich flies are close to the optimal lipid : protein ratio also for the reproductive females, though probably more protein-rich than optimal. The lipid-rich flies, on the other hand, were far removed from the optimal nutrient composition and biased to the lipid side. On days 6 and 7, the response curves converge again owing to increasing satiation also in the spiders offered near-optimal prey. The spiders offered the lipid-rich flies did not further reduce their capture rate on these days, probably because they had previously been feeding at reduced rates and thus were not satiated to the same extent as the spiders offered protein-rich flies.

In the experiment with subadult spiders, it was the curve for protein-rich flies that was dome-shaped or reduced, and the one for lipid-rich flies of a simple type II. Subadult spiders were collected in autumn when the spiders were preparing for hibernation. Spiders, as most other temperate zone animals, prepare for winter by accumulating fat reserves [19] and thus should have a high demand for lipid-rich food. The carabid A. dorsalis show self-selection of semi-artificial diets with a lipid : protein ratio of ca 0.7 before hibernation (S. Toft, N. Noreika, N. Escobedo, K. Jensen & D. Mayntz 2011, unpublished data) and 0.6 just after hibernation [14], reaching 0.36 during reproduction (K. Jensen, D. Mayntz, S. Toft, D. Raubenheimer & S. J. Simpson 2011, unpublished data). We expect a similar contrast in lipid demand between autumn and spring for the wolf spiders. These results make it likely that the lipid-rich flies are near-optimal for the subadult spiders in autumn, and consequently, that the protein-rich flies are the imbalanced prey. The opposite response patterns are thus a result of different nutritional requirements in different phases of the life cycle.

Prey nutrient quality affects predator fitness [20,21], and through aggregative and reproductive numerical responses as well as the functional response must influence the overall ability of predators to control their prey [3]. Our results thus have implications for the theory of predation and biological control that has so far completely neglected aspects of prey nutritional quality. Our results indicate that a predator population feeding on a single abundant prey species over a period (e.g. a pest in outbreak) will show a prey-specific sequence of responses, because individual behaviour changes over time owing to changing physiological states (satiation level, nutritional balance). The predators' dynamic physiological states should be explicitly included in predation models to make them more realistic.
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